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Abstract: 

High cost, high risk and low output are substantial challenges for drug research and 
development. Recently, drug-induced mitochondrial toxicity (MT) is rapidly gaining 
recognition within the pharmaceutical industry as an important etiological factor of organ 
toxicity, which contributes to compound attrition, post-market drug withdrawals and Black 
Box warnings from the FDA. To avoid mitochondrial liabilities, early routine screens and 
predictions need to be set up within the drug-development process. However, drug-induced 
mitochondrial dysfunction cause more subtle effects, develop slowly and may be 
confounded by multiple complicating interactions. In addition, most of assessments of drug-
induced MT have been retrospective, examining drugs with organ toxicity and known 
adverse effects for potential mitochondrial liabilities. Even more, some clinic validated drug 
with MT could not be detected in preclinical tests both in vitro and in vivo. Therefore, the 
effective strategy and methods for assessment MT of drug in preclinical phase is absent. 
Toxicity pathways and targeted testing is the core component of Tox21. Systematically 
testing and integrating the MIE and AOP of different drugs induced MT by high/medium-
through approaches using cells or cell lines, could help the establishment of the effective 
strategy and approach for screening and prediction the MT of lead or candidate compounds. 
High Content-based cellular phenotypic assay allows HTS and quantitative measure of both 
‘classical’ (such as cell cycle perturbations, differentiation or apoptosis) and molecular 
events (such as changes in protein localization and intracellular phosphorylation) cellular 
phenotypes, acquires a highly detailed and unbiased multiparametric feature profile, which 
provide the enabling technologies for detecting various cellular responds relevance to MT. 
The presentation introduces the potential applications of HCA in MT research. 

 

 


